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Title: Tavern Tycoon - Dragon's Hangover
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Terapoly
Publisher:
Terapoly
Release Date: 11 Mar, 2019

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300, AMD Pheno
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A relatively solid tycoon fashioned after the old-school classics, Tavern Tycoon is still a bit rough around the edges but well
worth the price. The graphics are a bit dated and clunky but carry a lot of character to make up for it. My only real complaint is
that the punishment for a lack of research is too extreme and too early.. still needs a lot of work.. Absolutely amazing game.
Well worth my money! Highly addictive as well. It's amazing that it's only 1 person that created this game. There is some
improvements than can be made. Can we have the facility to upgrade rooms and furniture? Maybe paint the walls or something
to improve on interior? Is there also a way where if we click on a member of staff under 'Manage: that the screen focuses on the
specified staff? Despite my suggestions, I still love the game.. I was in a mood for a tavern manager sim game and Tavern
Tycoon did not disappoint. Like others have said, it feels a lot like Hospital Tycoon (I remember it from MANY years ago) Its
very well made and looking forward to all the content they regularly update with. I adore the different themed maps with each
scenario and it also lets you play Endless mode with a page of custom settings you can make. With that said, I do have some
points to cover. This game can tend to get glitchy if you have a pretty massive tavern in Endless mode, but I never had much
issues when going thru scenarios which IMO the scenarios alone made this game worth the price. As others have mentioned
handyman stop cleaning, certain rooms just dont get used etc. It seems the game can get quite overloaded at that point and all
the different algorithms start to confuse each other. All in all I think its a great game, very well made, just needs some touch ups
in the code & guts.. Its literally Theme Hospital but a Tavern instead, It lacks the polish Theme Hospital had but its still great
fun.
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